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	Microformats: Empowering Your Markup for Web 2.0, 9781590598146 (1590598148), Friends of Ed, 2007
Microformats burst onto the scene a couple of years ago and are fast becoming an essential tool for all professional web designers and developers. Imagine being able to integrate all of your web-based contact details, tagged articles, and geographical information seamlessly in web and desktop applications, without having to add anything extra to your websites except a little specialized HTML markup.   Microformats provide a more formalized technology for adding commonly used semantics (such as contact details, location, and reviews) to today's Web. Unlike XML or the semantic Web, microformats use ubiquitous technologies like HTML and XHTML, existing developer skills, and current web tools, and, perhaps most important, they work in all of today's web browsers.  This book is a comprehensive guide to microformats. It explores why, in Bill Gates's words, "We need microformats"; how microformats work; and the kinds of problems microformats help solve. the book covers every current microformat, with complete details of the syntax, semantics, and uses of each, along with real-world examples and a comprehensive survey of the tools available for working with them. the book also features case studies detailing how major web content publishers such as yahoo put microformats to work in their web applications.   Written by one of the Web's best-known educators, John Allsopp, Microformats: Empowering Your Markup for Web 2.0 will help you painlessly get up to speed with this exciting technology.
In this book you'll learn

	How to take best advantage of the built-in semantics of XHTML and HTML
	How to extend the semantics of HTML using microformats and open up a world of new possibilities with web applications
	Every aspect of all the common microformats currently in use
	How microformats help your websites and applications easily integrate with web applications like Google Maps, as well as desktop applications like iCal, outlook, and entourage
	What innovative publishers and services, big and small, are doing right now with microformats


About the Author

John Allsopp, successful software developer, long-standing web development speaker, writer evangelist, and expert, has spent the last 15 years working with and developing for the Web. As the head developer of the leading cross-platform CSS development tool, Style Master, and as the developer and publisher of renowned training courses and learning resources on CSS and standards-based development, John is widely recognized as a leader in these fields.
 As a presenter and educator, John speaks frequently at conferences around Australia and the world. His idiosyncratic blog "Dog or Higher" (blogs.westciv.com/dog_or_higher/) covers a broad range of subjects, particularly in technology and innovation, and is widely read and referenced. John is also a cofounder of the Web Directions conference series.John's true claim to fame and source of some embarrassment is (semipublicly) coining the term "Web 2.0" some months before O'Reilly. John apologizes unreservedly for inflicting this term on the world.When not basking in the glow of various computer screens, John is a volunteer surf lifesaver at Sydney's famous Bondi Beach, where he lives with his wife and young daughter, who are the light of his life.
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Imaging for Detection and Identification (NATO Security through Science Series B: Physics and Biophysics)Springer, 2007

	The chapters in this volume were presented at the July–August 2006 NATO
	Advanced Study Institute on Imaging for Detection and Identification. The
	conference was held at the beautiful Il Ciocco resort near Lucca, in the glorious
	Tuscany region of northern Italy. For the eighth time we gathered at this
	idyllic spot to explore and...


		

Taking Your iPhone to the Max (Technology in Action)Apress, 2007
Taking Your iPhone to the Max introduces you to the iPhone, Apple’s handheld marvel of a device. Starting with a guide to setting up your iPhone and activating service, Taking Your iPhone to the Max documents each of the iPhone’s built-in applications. You’ll discover how to connect to the Internet, send and receive e-mail, listen...

		

Mobilizing Web Sites: Strategies for Mobile Web Implementation (Develop and Design)Peachpit Press, 2011


	Whether it’s “mobile first” or “mobile later,” we are in the age of mobile computing

	and web browsing.





	Don’t let your web sites get left behind. Mobile later is better than not going

	mobile at all! More importantly, it can be your first step toward mastering mobile

	web design....




	

Introduction to Coding TheoryCambridge University Press, 2006

	Error-correcting codes constitute one of the key ingredients in achieving the high degree of reliability required in modern data transmission and storage systems. This book introduces the reader to the theoretical foundations of error-correcting codes, with an emphasis on Reed-Solomon codes and their derivative codes. After reviewing linear...


		

Microsoft Office 2007: Introductory Concepts and Techniques, Windows XP EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2007


	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the fi nest textbooks in computer education. We are

	proud of the fact that our series of Microsoft Offi ce 4.3, Microsoft Offi ce 95, Microsoft

	Offi ce 97, Microsoft Offi ce 2000, Microsoft Offi ce XP, and Microsoft Offi ce 2003 textbooks

	have been the most widely used books in education. With...

		

Windows® CE 3.0 Application ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 2000
Windows CE 3.0 Application Programming helps you get beyond user interface programming and discover the behind-the-scenes operating system facilities that will let you make the most of the new features in Windows CE 3.0. 

This hot technology lets you control Pocket PCs, handheld PCs, and the embedded devices in hundreds of...
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